
QUALITATIVE USER RESEARCH PLAN

4 November 2021 @ 1:30pm 
 
Call duration: 30 min 

What do I want to find out? 
- Partner's motivation to partner with Syndi 

- What is their unmet need that we can satisfy? 
  

- What are they looking for? [ to find out if the data we deliver will be useful to 
them, and, if not, how can we deliver the data they're looking for ] 

- What do they intend to do with what they're looking for? [ to discover how we can 
use the right language to motivate them to collaborate with us, in order to get 
what they want ] 

- How else are they getting that information? [ how are their other partners 
delivering it, for example ] 

- Prototype value proposition 
- How does what we offer match their expectations? 
- What is their impression of the way we propose to visualise the data? 

Session Script 
 
Part 1 - Consent agreement 
5 minutes | Read script 
- Greetings  

Hi [name], I'm Daniela, UX/UI Designer at Syndi. Thank you so much for taking the time to talk 
to me one on one. 
 
- Disclosure of objective of the call  
 
This will be a 30 minutes call in which I'll ask you a few questions about your expectations about 
being a partner with Syndi, and then get your feedback on a prototype of the partner portal. The 

purpose is for us to understand a bit better about how we can best deliver our value proposition 
with our prospect partners. Your feedback will be stored by us, and possibly used to make 
improvements to our current and/or future designs. Is that ok with you? 
 
- Verbal consent agreement about data collected 
 
Before we start, I just need to clarify a few things: 
 
By continuing, you consent to have your feedback stored in our records. I will be taking notes, 
which will not be shared with anyone outside of Syndi, or used for any other purposes other 
than improving our designs. 
 
You have the right to withdraw your consent at any time, without giving an explanation. All you 
have to do is inform us that you've changed your mind, and we'll delete your data. 
 
Last point, this is not a test, and there are no right or wrong answers. You have the right to not 
be judged when expressing your opinions and experiences. There will be no adverse 
consequences if you give us negative feedback, so please don't hold back on expressing 
yourself freely. 

Is that all ok with you? 
Do you have any questions?  
 

Part 2 - Defining expectations 
10-15 minutes | Interview 
 
First I'd like to ask you a few questions about your expectations regarding becoming a partner 
with Syndi. 
 
- What are you looking for in a partnership with Syndi? 
 
- What kind of data are you expecting us to deliver?  
 
- What do you intend to do with the information we deliver?  

- How do you manage your relationship with other partnerships? 

- If you could summarise your expectation about a partnership with Syndi in one 
sentence, what would it be? 

 
Part 3 - Reality 
10-15 minutes | Prototype navigation 
I'm going to send you a link with a prototype so you can navigate and give me your feedback. 
Would you like to share your screen with me while navigating the prototype? 

https://www.figma.com/proto/luXiAtSITTh2T0IhYSTbID/Cognifit-Prototype---Partner-Portal?
node-id=743%3A902&scaling=min-zoom&page-id=0%3A1&starting-point-node-id=501%3A274  

 
Explore the page freely and click on anything you want. 

[ At the end, ask ] 
How does the experience match your initial expectations? 
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